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	C# Programmer's Cookbook, 9780735619302 (0735619301), Microsoft Press, 2003
Next time you hit the wall with a tough C# development problem, get the code behind the solution—and solve it the right way. The C# Programmer’s Cookbook provides at-a-glance reference to hundreds of C# and Microsoft .NET Framework programming scenarios using a concise, problem/solution format. The book’s organized so you can quickly zero in on the topics and answers you need—with practical examples, code snippets, best practices, and undocumented secrets to get the job done.

No half-baked solutions.  Get expert code from expert developers.

	Get hundreds of recipes covering every application type—from Microsoft Windows to Web pages, Web services, Windows Forms, and Windows services.
	Discover expert ways to solve common Web application and network programming challenges.
	Manage files, directories, and streams with the .NET I/O classes.
	Access databases using Microsoft ADO.NET.
	Tackle advanced techniques for multithreading, manipulating XML data, .NET Remoting, and reusing common patterns.
	Develop rich multimedia applications using the .NET Framework.
	Help protect your applications with code access security, role-based security, and cryptography.
	Interoperate with legacy Win32 API and COM-based solutions.
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Macromedia Flash Communication Server MXMacromedia Press, 2002
Flash Communicator Server MX is  your complete guide to integrating rich media and real-time collaboration into  your applications with Flash Communication Server MX! It includes 10 quick steps  for getting started and covers ActionScripting, Flash Remoting, and other key  implementation issues...


		

Introducing Microsoft WinFX: The Application Programming Interface for the Next Generation of Microsoft Windows, Code Name LonghornMicrosoft Press, 2004
Get a headstart evaluating and programming with Microsoft’s next-generation  client operating system. Get an expert, developer-focused introduction to the  next generation Windows client operating system. Windows programming authority  Brent Rector takes you inside the WinFX application model, explaining how its  unified, managed-coded...


		

Advances in Cancer Research, Volume 101 (Advances in Cancer Research)Academic Press, 2008
Praise for the Serial:
"This classic and essential series presents critical overviews on select aspects of both cancer research and the basic underlying sciences."
-- American Scientist

"Excellent, highly informative, in-depth reviews...expertly written, up-to-date, and well-referenced."
-- Journal of...




	

The Chef's Companion, Third EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The essential A—Z reference of culinary terms–concise and up-to-date
Anyone who has ever struggled to pronounce a word on a menu or wrestled with an unfamiliar recipe ingredient or cooking technique will find a true friend in this revised and updated edition of The Chef’s Companion. This indispensable culinary reference covers...


		

Modeling by Nonlinear Differential Equations: Dissipative and Conservative Processes (World Scientific Series on Nonlinear Science, Series a)World Scientific Publishing, 2009
This book aims to provide mathematical analyses of nonlinear differential equations, which have proved pivotal to understanding many phenomena in physics, chemistry and biology. Topics of focus are nonlinear oscillations, deterministic chaos, solitons, reaction-diffusion-driven chemical pattern formation, neuron dynamics, autocatalysis and...


		

Jython for Java ProgrammersSams Publishing, 2001
Jython for Java Programmers is an indispensable  guide for Java developers wishing to accelerate development and increase  flexibility using Jython. Jython itself is the marriage of Java and the  increasingly popular high-level programming language Python. Not only is this  book a concise guide to Jython, it is also...
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